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FROST RING CAVE
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Surveyed with compass, clinometer and tape
September 5, 2006 by Donald Davis, Pete Smith, Kevin
Allred and Steve Lewis. Map by K. and C. Allred.
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Map of Frost Ring Cave, left half
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NOTES:
1. small half-tubes in ceiling
2. basaltic cobbles
3. white crystals on floor rocks
4. a few cobbles among the shattered rock fill
5. white tasteless crystals
6. temperature 35 F
7. bat mummy
8. boulder choke, opens up beyond
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WORLD’S LARGEST CAVE CRYSTALS
Below are some excerpts from an internet site:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2007/04/phot
ogalleries/giant-crystals-cave/index.html
Mexico's Cueva de los Cristales (Cave of Crystals)
contains some of the world's largest known natural
crystals, up to 36 feet long. In the April issue of the journal
Geology, Geologist Juan Manuel García-Ruiz reports that
for millennia the crystals thrived in the cave's extremely
rare and stable natural environment. Temperatures
hovered consistently around a steamy 136 degrees
Fahrenheit (58 degrees Celsius), and the cave was filled
with mineral-rich water that drove the crystals' growth.
Modern-day mining operations exposed the
natural wonder by pumping water out of the 30-by-90foot cave, which was found in 2000 near the town of
Delicias, Chihuahua. Now García-Ruiz is advising the
mining company to preserve the caves. .
"There is no other place on the planet," GarcíaRuiz said, "where the mineral world reveals itself in such
.
“
beauty.

.
selenite gypsum crystals.
Delicate as glass, the "megacrystals" require great
humidity and a temperature of about 122 degrees
Fahrenheit (50 degrees Celsius) to maintain their current
.
.
.
form.
A special door has been constructed to seal off the
Cave of Crystals from the rest of the mining complex,
which is ventilated to keep it at a comparatively brisk 95
.
.
degrees Fahrenheit.

U.A.S. CAVING CLUB... continued from page 2
about cave cartography. Dave Love and Steve Lewis have
made presentations about caving resources and
cave conservation and
U S F S F o re s t S e r v i c e
Geologist, Jim Baichtal has
presented the ongoing
research in Southeast
Alaska karst on the Tongass
as well as his recent
research about raised
marine shell deposits in the
POW island area. Future
meetings this summer will
Louis Hoock, of the UAS Caving Club
hopefully focus on a field
trip to identify and inventory features in the karst above
Hoonah on Chichigof island.
Glacier Grotto welcomes this new group of cave
enthusiasts: Welcome UAS Caving Club members!

GROTTO ELECTION RESULTS
11 ballots returned:
11 votes for David Love as president
Photograph by Javier Trueba/Madrid Scientific Films

The two brothers who discovered this Cave of
Crystals "antechamber" dubbed it the Queen's Eye,
because the opening leading to it resembled an eye. The
cave is 950 feet (290 meters) underground.
Deep inside Naica mountain, the Cave of Crystals
is a horseshoe-shaped cavity in limestone rock about 30
feet (10 meters) wide and 90 feet (30 meters) long.
Volcanic activity that began about 26 million years ago
created Naica mountain and filled it with high-temperature
anhydrite gypsum (giant shards of which are pictured
above). When magma underneath the mountain cooled
and the temperature dropped, the anhydrite began to
dissolve. The anhydrite slowly enriched the waters with
sulfate and calcium molecules, which for millions of years
have been deposited in the caves in the form of huge
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11 votes for Kevin Allred as vice president
11 votes for Rebecca Valentine as sec./treas.
11 votes for Carlene Allred as editor
It looks like David Love will continue
serving as the president of our Grotto. He has
done a superb job in past years and is a great
asset to our organization. Unfortunately, we
will greatly miss David Valentine as vice
president. We would like to thank him for his
years of service, and we welcome Kevin
Allred in his place. Rebecca Valentine will be
our new secretary/treasurer. She is a new
member of the Grotto and we welcome her!

NEWS FROM ABROAD

ANNOUNCING A NEW MEDICAL TECHNIQUE
Last week
word reached us of a
new medical
procedure which may change the caving world
forever. Apparently, osteopathologists have found
a way to actually modify the skeletal structure of
humans to enable them to perform better in many
jobs. Spokesman, Dr. Torres Juanera of Mud Bay
Institute in Torreon Mexico, claims the
modifications are of extreme value to many
vocational fields. Certain subjects are now able to
work in environments which were impossible just a
few years ago.
“Using a patented technique of bending
and grafting bone, only minor removal of some
organs is needed in most subjects", stated Dr.
Juanera. One man was able to easily lift one end of

FIGURE 1- Before

a city bus in an impressive demonstration held in
Mexico City last month.
Of particular interest to cavers is that
Doctors have modified several subjects to be able
to fit through extremely tight areas. These
characteristics are advantageous to trades such as
plumbers and shipwrights, but the benefits are
obvious for cavers as well.
In fact, one of their early patients is Kevin
Climer, is an experienced caver from Texas. The
photos below show the successful results. Kevin
commented that he was very pleased with the
outcome, and is quoted as saying "I used to only be
able to fit through seven inches, but now I am down
to three. After the next series of operations, I hope
to get down to one inch".

FIGURE 2- after
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